
Caroline Druon
Landscape architect

Skills Languages

French native language
English advanced
Spanish moderate
Dutch beginner

Adobe Creative Suite
Autocad 
SketchUp
3ds Max (basics)
Microsoft Office
ArcGIS (basics)

34, rue François de Badts
59110 La Madeleine - FRANCE

00 33 6 86 15 94 80
carolinedrn@gmail.com
http://la-caro.wix.com/paysage

Born in Arras, France, 26/08/1989
With Driving licence

January 2015 - August 2015 : Research on flexible urban planning
in collaboration with the firm temp. architecture and urbanism, based in Amsterdam (remote working)

February 2015 - September 2015 : Volunteer in a Social Centre, Colombes, Parisian suburbs
design and implementation of an educational vegetables garden, actions for sustainable development  
awareness

September 2013 - November 2013 : Physical Planning Department, Municipality of Amsterdam
work with the Public Open Space and Traffic team on several projects : site analysis, design sketches, 
technical drawings, photomontages, and layout for Malherplein square, Leidseplein square, Ferdinand 
Boolstraat street, and the Marinaterrein redevelopment

July 2012 : Landscape Architecture firm ‘les2cyclopes’, Le Havre, France
work on site analysis, sketches, 3d visualisation and technical drawings for a memorial garden in Le 
Havre and for a private garden

July 2011 : Botanical Garden, Lille

July 2010 : Architecture and city planning firm ‘blaq’, La Madeleine, France
work on the restoration of a farm as a new city hall. Plan on site, sketches, proposals for public open 
space

July 2009 : François Legrand’s company, France 
work for an ecological renovation of traditional farms

July 2014       Diploma of Landscape Architecture, with distinction
                       Zeeburgereiland : From waste ground to landscape design :
                       Which developments for a brownfield island in Amsterdam ?

2010 - 2014    Student in Landscape Architecture - ENSAP Lille, France
                       (Ecole Nationale Supérieure d’Architecture et de Paysage de Lille)

2012 - 2013    MA Landscape Architecture, University of Greenwich, London (Erasmus student)
                       Landscape Assessment and Design, Chatham Docks redevelopment

2008 - 2010    Student in Architecture - ENSAP Lille, France
 2007 - 2008    Student in History of Art and Archeology - University of Lille III, France
 2006 - 2007    Natural Sciences A-Levels - Lycée Gambetta, Arras, France, with honours

I am a French graduate landscape architect who is now 
seeking for a full time job to gain experience in the field 
of public open space design and urban planning. 
 
I’ve learned from my studies the ability to draw 
and communicate my ideas, both with hand-drawn 
sketches and with computer softwares, and from my 
previous jobs as a trainee how to integrate and quickly 
understand the team I’m working with.

Personal Details

Education 

Work experience



Cinema and music lover, crime novels devourer
Former modern-jazz dancer and yogi’s apprentice, occasional jogger
Crafts and cooking fan 
World curious traveler (the most recent trip : October 2015, Quebec / Montreal / New York)

Design competitions challenger :
March-June 2015 : Europan 13 / the adaptable city (team of 4 landscape architects and 2 architects)
November-December 2015 : Avenue du Peuple Belge, Lille / public open space refurbishment 
                                              (team of 4 landscape architects)

Occasional speaker in concertation meetings : May 2015, Social Centre Europe, Colombes
                                                                           November 2015, primary and high schools, Lallaing

Armelle Varcin, a-varcin@lille.archi.fr
landscape architect, researcher, teacher, and supervisor of the Diploma year in Lille  

Dr Benzion Kotzen, B.Kotzen@greenwich.ac.uk
landscape architect, Landscape Postgraduate coordinator and teacher, University of Greenwich 
                            
Tom Bergevoet, tom@temparchitecture.com
architect and partner of temp. architecture and urbanism firm, Amsterdam
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